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Support for the twotier approach to income maintenance for the aged is becoming widespread.
Twotier formulas combine an incomeconditioned bottom tier with an earningsrelated top tjer
to achieve anupoverty and earnings replacement objectives. This paper rirst refutes the claim
that the twotier apporach is generally more targetefTicient in reaching the poor than is ,he
earningsrelated top tier with progressive replacement rales. Next. the paper compares the
effectiveness of the two systems in terms of other goals. The paper concludes by showing that a
top tier with a low tax on current income can virtually dominate a wide rane of 1wot!er
formulas.

1. Introduction

How best to pay income support beneifts to the elderly is taking on
increasing importance in Western countires. There is general agreement that
the primary goals are: (a) to assure minimum incomes to all elderly and (b)
to provide adequate retirement incomes to replace past earninas. The
controversy is over what kinds of programs are best suited to these purposes.
All Western countries have mandated programs requiring wagerelated

contributions (from employer and/or employee); these provide pension
beneifts which are usually based on preretirement earnings. To help low
income elderly. whose pensions and other income are inadequate, nearly all
Western countries have found it necessary to utilize supplementary benefit
programs on top of compulsory pensions. Some countries have adopted

*The authors wish to thank Moshe Nordheim for capable research assistance and Eugene
Smolensky, Robert Nelson, Haim Factor, the referees and the editor for helpful comments This
research was carired out at the Brookdale Institute, Jerusalem, and was also supported by funds
granted to the Institute for Research on Poverty at the University ofWisconsinMadison by the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare pursuant to the Economic Opportunity Act of
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special meanstested beneifts, others have used universal grants and still
others have provided high minimum benefits as part of their earningsrelated
pension scheme [OECD (1977)].
*™n8 U.S. analysts [Munnell (1977), Pec !man et al. (1968), and Storey

(1975)j\ a consensus has emerged favoring the twotier approach as the most
sensible mix of Programs. The top tier, the contributory retirement program
would concentrate exclusively on the earnings replacement objective Strict
actuarial Principles would govern top tier beneifts, so that each person's
beneifts would essentially equal his contributions plus interest. The bottom
tier. which would be some variant of the negative income tax (NIT) would
focus on the mcome support objective; it would guarantee a minimum
mcome and phase out payments as income rose.
Until recently, U.S. policymakers relied on the social security program

(Old Age Insurance, OAI) to serve income support and earnings replacement
objectives.1 The OAI approach has been to pay beneifts that nse with
earnings, but to provide a much higher replacement rate for low wage than
for high wage workers, special allowances for retired workers with de
pendents. and special minimum beneifts to retired workers with the lowest
covered earnings. Analysts have criticized the use of the U.S. top tier to
achieve the income support objective largely on grounds of efifciency. Some
special OAI beneifts intended for low income elderly instead eo to those with
low covered earnings but moderate or high current income1 Under a pure
twotier system, it is argued that the government could channel money more
efifciently to low income elderly by making bottom tier payments strictly
incomeconditioned. The twotier approach would thus permit a neat sepa
ration of eanrings replacement and income redistribution functions.
While thetwotier approach is appealing, it has not been subjected to

close scrutiny. Most compairsons between the twotier and other approaches
have proceeded on incomplete set of goals. Analysts have not estimated how
alternative approaches perform in achieving various goals. In particular, no
one has estimated its advantage over other systems in antipoverty efifciency
Nor have analysts examined how the twotier system's effectiveness might
vary with parameters of underlying income distirbutions and with the
correlation between preretirement earnings and postretirement income.
In this paper we subject the twotier approach to close scrutiny by

comparing its effectiveness with that of other beneift formulas of equal

'In 1974 the U.S. ivAroinctd the Supplemental Security Income (SSI) program. essentially a
negat.ve,ncomtax for the aged, bhnd. and tabled. Most U.S. policymaats see SSI as
"™ting OAI s role in serving the income support objective
The fact that federal and some state and local government employees are not covered by

OAI makes the problem Particularly acute in the U.S. The employees can qualify for a generous
government penS1on and stUl gain el.gib.11ty for highly subs.d.zedmmimumOAI beneifts
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budget costs. After deifning the alternatives and describing the data and
methodology. we augment the traditional income support and earnings
replacement goals w.th goals of minimizing st.gma, work incentives and
savings incentives, Then, we turn to the simulat.on results. Our ifrst ifnding is
hat twouer systems are not necessanly more efifcient at reaching the poor
than are the alternatives. We show that the assumed targeteiffciency
advantages of the twotier approach do not necessarily hold even when
preretirement earnings and postretirement income are uncorrelated Next we
examine how the choice among alternative systems depends on tradeoffs
among goals and on the weights applied to each of the goals. Followmg this
discussion we present and discuss some advantages of a mixed approach We
include by summarizing the paper's mam ifndings.

2. Some deifnitions and assumptions

This section begins by deifning the alternate systems. For our purposes
top tier benefits are a function of preretirement earnings; bottom tier benefits'^ r/^ZTfe^ mcome lauding top t.er beneifts, after retirement

B>T = f™ (1)
and

BB^gW, (2)

where:

£7;= top tier beneifts to individual 1,

BBl = bottom tier beneifts to individual 1,

H''i= preretirement earnings, and
.^ = total income after retirement age of individual i.

Eqs. (1) and (2) may take many forms. Consider

BiT = GT + aW>, ■ (la)

where GT is top tier's minimum beneift. We shall restrict our attention to
proportional top tier (PROP) schedules, defined asGT= 0 , cf=l and 0<a
<1: and to progressive top tier (PROG) schedules,deifned 'as a>0 and GT
>0, b=l; orGT= O , 0<b<l; or GT>0, 0<6<l. Thus, a PROG schedule
is one m which replacement rates (BTIW) decline with W. but absolute
beneifts (BT) still rise w.th W. All PROG schedules he between a pr0.
portional top tier and a lfat payment system.
The bottom tier formulas may be speciifed as

BSi =max(0,GB1.r1yut2y2|...._t11yJ, (2a(
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whereGB= the bottom tier income guarantee, f, = tax rate (or beneift
reduction rate) on income source j, andY,,= income of individual 1 from
source ;. The primary sources to which different tax rates tend to apply are
earnings, top tier beneifts, and unearned incom other than top tier beneifts.

In principle, a twotier system may be any combination of BT and BB
formulas. However, in this paper we restrict our attention to those twotier
systems in which the top tier component is proportional and significant
(paying at least 50^' of total benefits). The combination of an NIT bottom
tier and a proportional top tier is the structure generally suggested by two
tier advocates [e.g. Munnell (1977, p. 43)].
These formulas and the analysis below abstract from the following features

of actual beneift formulas: dependents' allowances, alternative definitions of
past earnings, methods for integrating benefits of twoearner couples, and
differences in tax rates by sources of pretransfer income of the elderly. We
assume that all elderly units are of the same size and contain at most one
former worker. Although we do not consider the effect of varying the
definition of past earnings, the analysis is consistent with several definitions.

A good starting point for thinking about the distributional effects of these
systems is to examine how the proportional top tier influences income
inequality. A simple mathematical' illustration can bring out some points not
generally emphasized in the literature. Let the proportional top tier be

BKyt, (4)

whereX is a constant between 0 and I.
The expression for total income, tY, is

Y^KtW+Yf, (5)

where Yf is pretransfer income of individual i.

We are interested in the inequality of pretransfer income, Y*, relative to
the inequality of posttransfer income, Y. To measure changes in inequality,
we use the coefifcient of variation (Cy. and Cy).
The difference between CY. and CY may be expressed as

CY.CY =Dif={CY.[zCw+ (lz)CY.■]2

2z(\z)CwCY.(\r)}\ (6)

where r is the correlation between Wand Y' and where z=KWI(KW+Y*),
or the share of beneifts in total income. We now consider the conditions for
Dif^O. Rewriting (6) and squaring both sides, we have

CY.^[zCw + (\z)CY.y2z(lz)CwCY.(lr) (7(
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and

0^z2(Cw +CY,)~2zCy. + 2z(lz)rCwCr.. (g)

It follows that Dif^O according to whether

2Cy.Z(Cw + Cy,)^
2(\z)CY.Cw <r■

The lefthand side is greater than 1 as long as r<2CY./(Cy.Cw). This
condition holds if, as is generally true, Cy.>Cw. Since r must be less than 1,
we conclude that Dif>0. Differentiating Dif, the size of the reduction in
inequality, with respect to r and Cw, we have

c(Dif)/cr<0 (9)

and

c(Dif)/cCV<0. (10)

Thus, the proportional top tier generally reduces income inequality among
the aged. The size of the reduction is higher, the less the inequality of W
relative to the inequality of Y* and the lower the correlation between W and
Y*. The explanation is straightforward. Since benefits are a constant
proportion of W. inequality in benefits (B) will equal inequality in W. which
is generally less than inequality in Y*. Adding B to Y* should make the
total. Y. less unequal than the original component, Y*. even if there is a
perfect positive correlation between W and Y*. The reason is that. although
elderly persons with high pretransfer incomes have high past earnings and,
therefore, receive high absolute beneifts, their relative gain is less than the
relative gain to the low income aged. It is natural that the decline in
inequality is larger the lower is the correlation between W and Y*. A lower
correlation means more low income aged receiving high absolute benefits
and more high income aged receiving low absolute benefits.

3. The simulation approach and the data

Pursuing the mathematical approach to evaluate alternative systems yields
results that are ambiguous or difficult to interpret. We therefore turn to
simulation. To perform the simulations requires data on the preretirement
earnings {W) and the pretransfer incomes {Y*) of a representative sample of
elderly units. Linked data of this kind are generally not available. However,
it is possible to approximate the relevant distributions. To do so we followed
a twostep procedure. First, we used the bivariate lognormal distribution to
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generate a hypothetical joint distribution of W and Y*. The only data
requirements are the averages and vairants of W and Y* and the cor_
elation (R) between Wand Y*. Averages ai.d variances are readily available
Given the lack of data on R, we assumed two values (0 and 0.8) and derived
two distributions. In some ways this data gap is an advantage because the
two values of R help draw attention to the potential sensitivity of the ersults
to alternative values of R.
Although the hypothetical distributions had the appropriate means and

variances, they underestimated the true number of elderly units with very low
1"comes. In the second step we corrected for this bias by giving each income
interval Us acute share of the total income of the elderly population At the
same time we preserved the actual averages. variances, and correlations by
initially using different parameters that after the adjustment returned to the
correct values.
This method permits one to generate the joint distributions with limned

data. The data inputs required are the means and variances of W and Y*
and the actual or assumed value of R. To verify the results and adjust for
deviations between the actual and generated distributions. one must have the
actual distributions of W and Y*■ Although it is possible to deirve results ofr
distributions from several countries, we chose to concentrate on results rfom
one set of values. The ratio of the means of W and Y* were those that
occurred in Israel in 1969 and the U.S. in 1974. The coeiffcient of variations
in Wwas the 1969 value for Israeli males (age 3564) in 1969 and was one of
the high values Blinder (1974) simulated for lifetime incomes in theUSJ The
coeiffcient of vairation in Y* was the value for Israeli elderly in 1969 and
U.S. elderly in 1972. The overall distirbution of7 was also similar for elderly
in both countires.4
To compare alternative beneift formulas, we ifrst determined the benefit

per elderly unit. Using U.S. data from 1974, we summed OAI plus SSI
beneifts and divided by the number of elderly units; then we calculated the
ratio of the average beneift to the average wage. We tabulated all the
distributions in relative wage terms. The initial distributions appear in the
ifrst row of table L
To Perform the simulations we ifrst speciifed the form of the beneift

formula and some of its parameters. We then determined the unspeciifed
parameters in a way that satisifed the cost constraint, where total costs
equalled average beneifts times the number of elderly units.
In estimating the distributional effects of alternative equal costs formulas

we did not allow for behavioral responses to the speciifc formulas We
assumed that the work behavior, savings behavior, and family formation

'*'thoUgh Blinder* *1™""ions cover total income, not earmngs, the simulated values for
earnings inequality are close to those for income inequality.

See Israel Central Bureau of Statistics (1970) and U.S. Bureau of the Census (1975(.
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Selected data on two hypothetical elderly populations. |
~ ■ , . S'■

C^^p^^nc^u^ Preretirement earnings (W') I
" Ku.* K=0 K=0.8 f

Mean 399 5 700 ~   |
Gmi coemdent '0 60 ,"" 813 828 Js
Atkinson value 0U 0.60 0.34 0.36 S
Coemciem of 0M 0.69 0.22 0.25 |
variation (.27 y7 M'

Income (earnings) share 070 0.70 I
of bottom decile 0.325 0 325 7ל 1

Income (earnings) share 2■' 2.4 $
of top decile 40 tf ", #

Average mcome 0 406 25.9 25.2 I
)earnings) of bottom 1
decile 13 ' 1S.

Percentage poor49 8 'q" 222 200 ~
Pover<y ""> 204' 2048 f
~ '  i

 ■ 7 '; ; . " " .. .. . S

1.
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patterns are unaffected by the beneift formula. We also assumed that
recipients took all beneifts for which they qualified. Although we did not
build behavioral responses into the simulation procedures, we discuss below
the hkely impact of such behavioral responses and the implications for
alternative beneift formulas.

4. Results on the effectiveness of alternative formulas

This section reports simulations of how well alternative formulas achieve
the following goals : minimizing poverty and inequality. assuring adequate
earnings replacement rates. minimizing stigma, and maximizing work and
savings incentives.5 The alternative formulas are the proportional top tier
(PROP), the progressive top tier (PROG), and the twotier (TT) with a .

proportional top tier.

4.1. Minimizing poverty

The analysis begins with the issue of which approach is most efficient at
reaching low income elderly. Table 2 displays the distributive effects Of
examples of PROP, and TT systems. Although PROP is least redistributive,
its effects are of interest. The mathematical illustration in section 2 showed
that PROP will reduce inequality if the inequality of W is less than the
inequality of Y*. In general, W is much less unequally distributed than is Y*.
In our populations, where the coefficients of variation (CV) are 0.70 for W
and 1.27 for Y*, PROP reduces inequality and poverty substantially. The
results also bear out our earlier conclusion that inequality reductions are
larger the lower is the correlation between W and Y*.
In compairng PROG and TT systems, we must recognize that their

distributional effects vary widely depending on the speciifc parameters
employed. Table 2 includes PROG and TT systems that illustrate such
variation. The two TT systems employ the same proportional top tier (BT
=0.27W); but one bottom tier has a higher guarantee and tax rate than the
other. In PROG formulas 4 and 5,GT = 0 but the replacement rates (BT'W)
vary inversely with W, declining at moderate or rapid rates. The other
PROG system (formula 6) uses a lfat minimum payment(G = 191 ) and a
wagerelated component that rises with W in absolute' terms, but falls Slow]y
in relative terms. All the formulas have the same budget costs.

,. '™h'*{""? analyzethe equity issue in this paper because it would erquire a treatmen. ,00
/™*tJ>y *"the purposes of this paper. Even for social insurance retirement programs 1mancedJ.ZZi^ZfZ7^several views as to what is equitable, The issue pnmanly.ufns
""J™e!™r equity demands paying a return on past contributions and. 1! so, what rate isS™"^ h0"^ come into play when dealing with those beneifts danced throughIZZ/^ZTTHere, the equity cmena are similar to those applying to transfer programs for
the noneld^l>■ An examination of those ■ssues appears in Habib and Lerman (1976a, !976b,.



Table 2

Distributional efefctsof alternative beneift formulas."

Alkmson Average income of Beneift share
. "" Percent bottom decile as X to pretransfer

_™ iJ.2e = 2.0 CV in poverty of average wage poor ( "/)
Pretransfer
income 0.60 0.69 0.86 127 50 j £

Posttransfer ■ ■  c
incoene א 0.0: י י  S1

<|> PRO.' 049 0.45 0.62 1.00 30 10 ,g 1
)2a) TT, low <,B, f 0.43 0.300 420 9 1 4 25 £ .f■
)3a) TT, high OB, f 0.42 0.30 0.400 90 0 29 ^ " i!

. (4) PROG, low b 0.42 0.30 0.43 0X6 15 21 .Z ." i
)5) PROG, high * 0.38 0.25 0.35 0X0 0 29 1 * f
)6a) PROG, high GT, low b 0.42 0.30 0.42 0.88 0 Af ^ | f

Posttransfer 0, *■

income, R =(): 3
'1t PR"P .. 0.40 0.30 0.44 0.81 |3 17 a, |
)2b) TT I"* >'/*. ' 0.37 0,23 0.32 0.77 1 ■* £' ■
(3b) TT, h,gh GB, / MM Wa 0.30 0.76 0 M " ■

(4) PROG, low / . 0.37 0.23 0.330 77 3 263, I
)5) PROG, high /' 0.36 1).22 0.31 0 77 () " ~ I
)6b) PROG, high GT, low h 0.37 0.24 0.34 0.78 0 26M ~

"The exact formulas are as follows: ^

Formula R §■

)I) 0.8. 0B = O.32PV S

)2a, 08B =max|'" MlO.4,,O.27H'■, 0.4). /
I0.27W S.

)2b) ^ same as 2a except subsiituie 0.29 for 0.27
<3a) Oti same as 2a except substitute 226 for 163 and 0.8 for 0.4
)3b) 0 same as 2b except subslitute 262 for 163 and08for04
)4) 0.8,0lf=(15K ' 056) W'

(5) 0.8,0B=(10()t*' u"5)tV' ^
(6a) 0.8W = n1ax[191 ,(4 IW'" 1'1IH'I §
)6b) 0B =maxn9l,(3.4H ""////
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It is immediately apparent that the TT system is not necessarily more
efifcient at helping the poor than is the PROG. Note that when R equals
0.8. the PROG systems channel as much or more benefits to the pretransfer
poor than do the TT systems. The PROG s? tenrs also do as well or better
in reducing inequality. Even in the case of the measure most favorable to the
TT system. the average income of the bottom decile, one of the PROG
alternatives does at least as well as TT formulas.
One would expect any targetefficiency advantages of TT over PROG to

be most pronounced whenR = Q . Since at low R's past earnings are a poor
proxy for current income. basing benefit progressivity on past earnings
should do relatively poorly in reaching those with low current incomes.
Moving from R =0.8 to R=0 does appear to improve the targetefifciency of
TT formulas relative to PROG formulas. (Compare CV and average income
of bottom decile.) But. the improvement is slight. Moreover. it remains true
that even at R=0. there exists a PROG formula progressive enough to attain
as much targetefifciency as a representative TT formula.

Most analysts expect TT systems to reach the poor more efficiently
because the PROG wastes' expenditures by providing special beneifts to all
elderly with low past earnings, including those with moderate or high current
income. It seems inefifcient to target special expenditures intended for elderly
with low Yc on elderly with low W. But it is often overlooked that some
bottomtier beneifts must also miss their target if the bottom tier's tax rate
on current and on toptier benefits is less than 1. Our results indicate that
one type of waste is not always more serious than the other.

4.2. Incentives, stigma, and adequacy goals

To avoid undue complexity in the analysis involving these goals, we limit
the comparisons to a few formulas. Of primary interest are the comparisons
between PROG and TT formulas. To isolate the impact of these systems on
incentives, adequacy, and stigma, we compare representative PROG and
TT formulas that provide equivalent benefits to the elderly poor.
PROG formula 6 and TT formula 3 (see notes for table 1) ift our needs.

The overall benefit patterns for these formulas appear in table 3. The beneift
patterns illustrate what underlies the distributional effects reported in table 2.
Both formulas provide a sufifciently high minimum benefit to eliminate
poverty. The TT formula raises the bottom decile's average income more
than does the PROG formula. although the two formulas reduce overall
income inequality by similar amounts. TT benefits are lower for middle
income groups and higher for high income groups.
On the issue of work and savings incentives facing the elderly, the PROG

formula has the clear advantage. Because it does not make benefits income
conditioned. the PROG formula permits the elderly to reap the full market
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Table 3 ^ S
Benefit levels and replacement rates by preretirement wages for representative PROG and TT systems. F

TT formula 3" | g

PROG formula 6" V'*=0 J'* = 100 PROG formula 5b *
W" B ABjAW B/W B AB/AW B/W B AB/AW B/W B AB/AW B/W F

400 191 0.48 248 0.62 168 0.42 2460 6 1 J~

0.13 0.05 0.050 08 ■?
600 216 0.36 258 0.43 178 0.30 2610 44 ■

022 0.05 0.19 006 ~
800 259 0.32 269 0.34 216 0.27 273 0 34 =■

0.19 0.05 0.27 0 05 I'
1,000 297 0.30 280 0.28 2700 27 2820 28 I

0.18 0.22 0.27 0.04 .~r

' 1,200 332 0.28 325 0.27 325 0.27 2900 24 ■f

0.17 0.27 0.27 00? 1
1,400 366 0.26 378 0.27 378 0.27 296 0.21 J

016 0.27 0.27 0.03 ■T

1,600 397 0.25 432 0.27 432 0.27 302 0.19 3
.., | t
"Mean W\s 820. . . ,, , . . I
hScc table I for parameiers|K =0.8). ■ ■, " *

■"r . f " " י .. ך .. ' < ■■J  ,
. ^ Ov

■I ' ,. : 
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return from work and savings. In contrast, the bottom tier tax rate(80 0^)
under the TT system imposes severe penalties on earnings and property
income of the elderly covered under the botto n tier. To the extent that these
tax rates induce reductions in earnings and property income, the simulations
overstate the income gains low income elderly obtain from the TT programs.
Although those receiving only top tier benefits under the TT formula face no
tax rate, the average marginal tax rate over all elderly TT recipients is 32 a/0.

Another type of incentive issue concerns the work incentives facing those
under retirement age. In general, these incentives improve with the marginal
return to each dollar of average covered earnings. If benefit formulas raise
payments with each increase in earnings, workers will realize that a portion
of earnings represents savings that will accrue to them upon retirement.
Thus, the higher is the return on wages through added beneifts, the higher is
the reward for working. Like other increases in net wages, the impact on
work behavior will depend on the size of the income and substitution effects.
Although the mix of returns on earnings differs between the PROG and

TT formulas, neither formula has a clear advantage. The TT's top tier pays
an additional 0.27 for each one unit increase in average covered earnings.6
However, for those receiving bottom tier benefits, the net gain declines to
0.05 because of the bottom tier's80 oo tax rate. Under the PROG formula,
increases in covered earnings up to60 oo of the average wage yield no
increases in benefits because of the minimum benefit provision. Above this
level of W the marginal gain per unit begins at 0.2 and then declines slowly,
reaching 0.16 at twice the average wage.

A key objection to incometested programs such as TT's bottom tier is
that they impose stigma on recipients. One element of stigma, which
Weisbrod (1970) calls external stigma, occurs when recipients must declare
their poverty, usually by submitting to a means test. The recipient feels
stigma merely by participating in a special program designed for the poor
and paying beneifts based only on current needs.
TT's bottom tier clearly suffers from this external stigma problem. The fact

that many eligibles in the U.S. and Britain do not apply for special benefits
earmarked for low income elderly attests to the reality of the stigma effect.
Recent evidence [Warlick (1978)] indicates that only about 50"' of elderly
eligible for the U.S. SSI program actually claim benefits. Atkinson (1969)
found low takeup rates in Britain's income tested program for the elderly."

6This and other returns on wages refer to the change in monthly benefit per $1 of average
covered earnings. A $1 increase in a given period's earnings raises average covered earnings by
$1 divided by the number of periods.
1Atkinson (1969, pp. 6177) found that in Britain the share of elderly eligible who do not

claim incometested benents remained high, even after the introduction of a new supplemental
J beneift program that simplified procedures for claiming benefits, clarified and standardized the

conditions for entitlement, and increased the program's publicity.
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To the extent that such low partition rates are associated w.th income
tested programs for the elderly poor, our simulations overstate the TT
system s distributional advantages. J 1^^!*f^ anses when the recipient is paid beneifts he did not earn
and feels he does not deserve. even if no one else knows about the unearned
beneifts(agam^ see We.sbrod). While features of the PROG formula such as
he ™mum beneift may ■nduce internal st.gma. the problem is likely to be
efr more severe under the TT formula because of its strict separation ofJ^"">earningsrelated .earned, and comerelated ,unearned!

JrllT^T ^ relates to how well elderly people can maintain their
preretirement hvmg standard. Typical measuresof adequacy are the ratl0 of
beneifts to Preret.rement earnings and the ratiooftotal income ,eanred
income, P"vate Pensions, and beneifts, to preretirement earnings. Usually
one program is said to be more adequate if it provides higher overall
beneifts. But where total beneifts and wages are the same, as in our analysts
"*ha' *nse can the adequacyof alternative formulas differ^ One possibility
*the differences between ofrmulas in the average of individual replacement
rates. Using this criterion it is clear that adequacy rises directly With the
progress.vUyof the beneift formula w.th respectto" preretirement earnings
The reason is that a oneunit change m the beneifts of aged with low W has
a larger Percentage effect on the.r replacement rates than does a oneun*
change >n beneiftsof aged w.th high W. Yet the most progress.ve formulaTuZ^Ir ^ most adequate one, since the aged with moderate and
high W would ifnd their retirement income far too low to approximate the"
preretirement living standards. W"*"n<ue ine1r

We therefore need to take a more deta.led v.ew of the pattern of
replacement rates m assessing adequacy. It s sometimes charged that PROG
sysetms sacriifce moderate replacement rates at the middle and top m order
"due ^S for the poor. But for equal costs. a twotier system must also
educe replacement rates at the top and middle on behalf of the bottom^ ^ >n table 3 that the PROG's ofrmulas replacement rates for Z
elderly with zero current mcome are almost as high as the TTs ofr hi"h
wage "t.rees and are even higher for those in the middle ranges of W Of
course. most elderly have some pretransfer income.To assess how
adequate on average, are total incomes of the elderly, we measured th mean^ replacement rate at each level of preretirement wages. These appear in
rellL^ThT that the presentatne PROGs total replacement rates
^re^lmost as h,gh or h.gher than the TTs for the middle and upper ranges

4.3. An assessmentof the tradeoffs

Neither the PROG nor the TT ofrmula emerges as clearly supenor on the



Table 4 . /*
SB

 '  Average total replacement rates by preretirement wages.. §

*'0.8 J70  /
PROG ofrmulas r^^ PROG formulas Twotier >

^J^f ^"""" 3 PROG  5 6 ^7^___ך~ 1

if^__JL.^!^_^L_^__J si 1! /
"The total replacement rate is deifned as ^/ץ S
"The formula for PROG* is■ ■a

B = max{maX|225'20^ """)"'0.2*'*], rf
. /

This formula is discussed later in the text. £
8.
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basis of these results. Choosing between the two formulas requires assessing
the tardeoffs and weighting the goals. The TT formula shows a slight
advantage in raising the income of the very poor. However, this advantage
could be illusory if the stigma induced by TT's bottom tier causes many poor
elderly not to apply for benefits or if the bottom tier tax rates induce
reductions in earnings. In any case, the PROG formula achieves benefits
a'most as high for the poor as a whole as does the TT formula. The PROG
formula has clear advantages over the TT in maximizing work and savings
incentives and minimizing stigma. There is basically a standoff on the
adequacy goal.
It is interesting that the tradeoffs differ with the levelof K. At R=0 TTs

advantage in reaching the bottom decile is relatively larger. Since the
comparisons with respect to other goals are similar at either level of r lt
would appear that the TT formula <s more advantageous, the lower is'/?
However, policymakers still may not have a greater preference for TT at low
R's. In a sense, because we achieve more for the lowest income decile while
doing no worse on other goals, the TT formula's higher relative effectiveness
at low R's reduces the 'price of channeling benefits toward the poorest
elderly. The offsetting element is that at low R the gains to the lowest income
elderly are more substantial under either formula. Thus, the income level Of
the bottom decile may be adequate enough when R is low under either
formula for the policymaker to prefer concentrating on other goals.

5. Adding moderate incometesting to a top tier

So far we have compared representative formulas that utilize and that do
not utilize incometesting. The analysis showed the advantages of each
approach. In this section we examine a formula that embodies some income
testing but does so in a way that is superior to the TT approach This '

formula (called PROG*) employs a high minimum benefit and an earnings
related beneift like the PROG formula. PROG* introduces incometesting by
subjecting this combined beneift to a low benefit reduction rate on an ■"

mcome. The rationale for PROG* is to raise the minimum incomes provided
to the poorest elderly above those prov!ded through the representative
PROG formula, while retaining the PROG formula's incentive and stigma
advantages over the TT formula.
The figures in tables 4, 5, and 6 permit a direct comparison between equal

cost PROG* and TT formulas. (See table 4 for the PROG* formula's
parameters.) In terms of the distributional goals. the PROG* ofrmula
generally outperforms both TT formulas. When R =0.8, the prog* cnan_
nels as much or more income to the bottom decile, provides a hiaher beneift
share to the pretransfer poor. and achieves lower overall inequality, When R
= 0, PROG* beneifts to the bottom decile are slightly lower than beneifts



  ■' ■ ' ' J' : Table 5

Comparison of PROG* and TT alternatives(R = 0.8).

, Low guarantee High guarantee S
n. .,_ . PROG* TT system, TT system, *
Distributional efefcts system formula 2 formula 3 §.

 9"
Income of bottom decile as a/0 of average wage 29 25 29 |
Gini 0.39 0.43 0.42 *
Coefifcient of variation 0.80 0.910 90 ,Z
Atkinson: e=1.2 0.26 0'300 30 j">

£ = 20 0.37 0.42 040 1
Benefit share to pretransfer poor "/0 43 jg 39 E
Average marginal tax rate "/a 13 20 32 JL

Benefits (replacement g
rates) by H', V*=0: B AB/AW B/W B AB/AW B/W B AB/AW B/W £

400 225 0.56 228 0.57 2480 62 I'
0 20 0.16 0.05 3

600 264 0.44 260 0.43 2580 43g .

033 0.170 06 I
*00 " 329 0.41 293 0.37 2690 34 1

0.30 0.16 0.06 C,
1,01)0 /. 389 0.39 325 0.33 2800 28 5

0.29 0.160 22 S.
\,2W 447 0.37 357 0.30 3250 27 o

0.28 0.17 0.27 "I
'.400 503 0.36 390 0.28 3780 27

0.27 0.210 27
l,f>W 557 0.35 432 0.27 432 0.27



Table 6

Comparison of PROG. and TT alternatives(R = 0) .

Low guarantee High guarantee S

Income of bottom decile as Z of average wage 30 29 35 §

CoefTicient of variation0 68 077 a,! 2
Atk.nson: £=1.2 019 in Wt r.

Benefit share to pretransfer poor a/a 5] 55' Jy |
Average marginal tax rate X 13 jg . a

 O
. , ~51

Beneifts (replacement ■

rates)by^, r*=0: B AB/AW B/W B dB/AW B/W B ABIAW B/W I
4m * 2*f 056 233 058 285 071 /'
gof 0.20 0.17 0.06 ' /
#* 264 0.44 267 0.45 2970 50 f

0.33 0.180 06 ■I

**' 330 0.41 302 0.38 308 ' 0.39 |
l*# 392 0.39 337 0.34 320 0060 32 T

0.30 0.18 0 14 3
I200 451 0.38 372 0.31 348 ' 0.29 I
L*X> 509 0.36 407 '^0 29 406 0'290 29 ^0.280 29 q 29
^י1 564 __0£5 464 ' 0.29 464 ' 0.29
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fromthe high guarantee TT but, even in this case, the shareof beneifts to the
pretransfer poor is higher under the PROG* than under the TT In spite of
its20 ,o tax rate applied to all beneficiaries, t'1e PROG* svstem still has an
advantage over the TT formulas m that the average marginal rate is lower
and that no group faces an exorbitant tax rate.
The PROG* surpasses the TT systems in assuring high replacement rates

lor the elderly with moderate and high preretirement wages Note for
"amPle in tables 5 and 6 that at earnings of 1.200 (50\ above the average
W) the beneift replacement rate is 710 percentage points above that
provided by the TT systems. And, in spite of PROG* benefit reduction rate
on all income, the average total beneifts paid to high wage elderly is as high
o"™ROG* as under TT formulas (see table 4). Within each wage group
PROG* redistributes beneifts away from those with high current income
This serves to raise average total replacement rates and to lower overall
income 1"equality. The TT system ignores income differences for those above
the bottom tier breakeven.
The marginal return from average preretirement covered earnings also

improves under the PROG* system over most of the pastearnings distir
bution. The pretax PROG* beneift schedule employs very moderate pro.
gressiv.ty above the PROG* mmimum beneifts. When K=0.8, the marginal
returns are higher under the PROG* than under the TT system, for those
with past earnings from about half the average to twice the average wage
With regard to stigma, the PROG* retains the advantage over TT systems

of avoiding a special program for low income elderly, although it does lose
|*e purePROGs advantage in avoiding all income tests. However, unlike
the PROG, the PROG* is able to retain the earningsrelated nature of the
system while still providing very high assistance to the poor.

6. Conclusions

Several conclusions follow from the ifndings in this paper. (a) The two.tier
approach is not necessarily more targetefifcient in reaching the poor than is
he Progressive singletier (PROG) approach; for a wide range of TT
ofrmulas one can fmd a PROG formula that provides an equal share of
beneifts to the poor. (b) Looked at on the basis of their performance in
achieving several goals. representative TT and PROG formulas each have
advantages and disadvantages. Choosing one formula over another requ1res
estimating the tradeoffs among goals and deciding the weights to apply to
each goal Considering representative TT and PROG formufas and assumine
™ /Q participation and no disincentive effects. one finds that TT formulas
do more to ra.se incomes of the poorest 10 oo of the aged while the PROG
formuas do more to preserve work incentives, to limit stigma, and to reduce
overall ■ncome inequality among the aged. However. the advantage of TT
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formulas in reaching low income elderly may evaporate .f many poor elderly
do not Pupate m TTs bottom tier or if the bottom tiertirates caue
earnings reductions, (c) The relative effectiveness of TT versus PROG
formulas vanes slightly with the correlate between preretirement earnings
and postretirement income, The higher is the correlat.cn, the lower ,sth8e^7^"™™ of TT formulas. (d) Adoptmg a mixedapproach tha
uses a high minimum beneift. an earningsrelated beneift, and alow tax rate™^£Z^ a new formu,a that vally ^mates representativ:
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נוסד הוא וחברה. אדם והתפתחות בגרונטולוגיה ולחינוך לניסוי למחקר, ארצי מכון הוא
בעזרתן אמריקה), יהודי של המאוחד הסיוע (ועד האמריקאי הגיוינט במסגרת ופועל ב1974

ישראל. וממשלת בניויורק ברוקדייל קרן של

בשירותי חילופיים פתרונות להן ולהציב חברתיות בעיות לזהות המכון מנסה בפעולתו
של הפעולה שיתוח להגביר הוא מיעדיו אחד בכללם. הסוציאליים והשירותים הבריאות
לבין מחקר בין לגשר כדי בקהילה ופעילים ציבור עובדי והממשלה, מהאקדמיות מומחים

למעשה. הלכה מחקר מסקנות מימוש


